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Greek Drama
Frep

Nese

In Its Making

P. GRuNDTISCH,

710.

VERY nation that can boast of a literature of its own has developed some portion of that literature to such an extent as
if)
to make it a national characteristic.
In looking at the sum
of the literary productions of Greece, we find that the
ee
Dramatic holds predominance over all other forms.
The

people of Hellas brought this art to a higher level than any
of their successors until the times of Shakespeare and Molhere.
We find
that the tragedies of Sophocles , although composed and acted under entirely different circumstances, have in them a literary value and a degree of
excellence equal to that of any production of the great Elizabethan playwright.
But Shakespeare had models to work by; possibly he had read the plays
of Sophocles themselves in their translation.
Sophocles, on the other hand,
had no models save the half-lyrical dramas of A%schylus.
Yet we must not
suppose that Greek drama began with dschylus.
How_ long it had existed
in crude forms before he shaped it and Sophocles brought it to perfection
will never be known.
But this much we do know, its evolution must certainly have been very slow. ‘The Chorus, so prominent in the earlier extant
works, and never entirely discarded, seems to have been the first step in

dramatic production among the Greeks, and from it as an origin must be
traced

the evolution

of the Greek

drama.

Plavs were always “put on” at the feasts of Dionysus.

This has led to

the supposition that the iirst crude dramatic performances were presented
at the feast of the wine-god.
A number of youths, perhaps more or. less
under the influence of the new wine, their faces smeared with the lees,
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whether as a rude attempt at disguise, or from pure gaiety inspired by the
juice of the grape, would assemble and sing the praises or adventures of
their patron Dionysus, the giver of wine and joy. These songs were always

accompanied by dances.

Here we see the first chorus, whence developed all

the noble Attic tragedy.
The songs at first were improvised; but the performers would retain
them in their memory, improve upon them here and there, and gradually
give them a more artistic finish.
This, however, would lead to some confusion.
The different improvements sometimes would not fit together, and
it was necessary to find a way to keep the separate parts of the song in

harmony. ‘The chorus chose a leader who selected the best from among the
different additions, coupled with them, perhaps, some of his own compositions, and a fairly artistic and harmonious choral song was the result. In
the chorus leader we arrive at the second step in dramatic development.
We are told that it was Thespis, one of these chorus leaders, who was the

first to separate himself from his chorus and introduce spoken discourse
between himself, as actor, and the chorus leader, whom he had appointed to
the vacant place.
Here is another step, dialogue.
A rudimentary plot
could now be conceived and wrought out.
The next important stage of dramatic development was the introduction
of a second actor by A%schylus.
There could now be three characters, who
might hold converse on the stage: the two actors and the chorus, speaking
sometimes through its leader, sometimes in unison.
Any number of speaking parts could be used in weaving and disentangling the plot, with the
single limitation that but two characters were permitted on the stage at
the same time.
This obliged the actors to change costumes often and
quickly ; but a Greek audience was not over-particular as to elaborateness of
costume, and the changes were simple, and quickly made.
But the actor could not change in the presence of his audience ; he must
have a dressing-room. This need led to the erection of, first, a hut of skins,
then a wooden shed, and finally, in the great theatre of Athens, a permanent dressing room, the front wall of which served as the back wall of the
stage.
Here the actor could change out of sight of the spectators, and
within easy access of the stage. ‘This made possible the exit of one char-

acter and the almost immediate entrance of another—both parts played by
the same actor, a circumstance often found in Attic drama.
It was at this point, Aristotle tells us, that Sophocles first introduced
scene-painting.
‘This scene-painting was surely not the kind we see to-day,

for such a thing would have been impossible for Sophocles.

He never even

dreamed of it. But the front. of his dressing-room, or stage back wall,
could be painted.
Its three doors, right, left, and center, could represent

the doors of three different houses; or, again, the entire front might represent a temple or a palace. When the latter was the case, as often happened,
the roof served as a watch-tower. The interior of houses were often shown.
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Landscape scenes were probably not used.
left to the imagination of the audience.
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The side scenery, or wings, was

The Greek stage, unlike ours of to-day, was not raised, but was on a
level with the lowest seats. Here, in a large open semi-circle, about sixty
feet in diameter, stood the actors and the chorus, the former performing
near the scenery; the latter, when speaking or singing, near the altar in
the center ; otherwise they were to the side.
- We spoke of Sophocles’ introduction of scene-painting. He made another
important improvement over the drama of Aischylus; namely, the addition
A®schylus, with two speaking characters and a chorus,
of a third actor.
could produce little more than rudimentary action. Strong scenes, requiring more than two speaking parts, were related by a messenger—always, of
Many changes of costume were required, and
course, one of the actors.
consequently the chorus was called upon to fill up these gaps in the action.

With three attors Sophocles could make any number of combinations, could
represent scenes of strong dramatic power, reduce to a minimum all narra-

Thus
tion by messengers, and lessen the importance of the chorus.
Sophocles raised the standard of Greek drama in three ways: first, he introduced more speaking characters; secondly, by thus increasing the number of his characters he made possible the portrayal of much stronger and
more dramatic episodes; and thirdly, he all but abolished the chorus, itself
For this chorus—
a most undramatic and cumbersome piece of machinery.
stage and often
the
on
from fifteen to fifty persons standing or moving
of Dramatic
rules
the
with
harmony
in
not
s
breaking into the dialogue—wa

Art, and it naturally produced an inartistic effect upon Grecian drama.

A

chorus was a real group of living beings, and could not, under any cireumThey were supposed to be natives of,
stances, become a mere phantasm.

or at least closely connected with the place where the action was supposed

to take place, and they could not be transported from one place to another.

This difficulty brought into effect the Unity of Place, a law requiring that

the action should take place in one single spot. Moreover, since the chorus
could not be transported from place to place, neither could they be present

at episodes widely separated in time.

This second hindrance called for a

second law, Unity of Time, which made it necessary for the playwright to
confine

the

action of the drama

to a single day.

The

other

of the Three

Unities, that of Action, we have retained, even though the other two have

been discarded with the chorus.

Unity of Action being essential to dra-

matic art, we could not discard it.
Here we have in merest sketch drawn the outline of the first great school
Thespis! Aéschylus! Sophocles! These three names comprise
of Drama.

the whole history of the highest art which the Grecian knew.
first actor; Aischylus, the first tragedian; and Sophocles,
Shakespeare.

Thespis, the
the Grecian

And in these names we have the whole foundation of Drama

as we know it to-day.

;
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Swifty Won

His Game
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W.

STRATTNER,

711.

T’ was a cold November afternoon that greeted the gay spectators
who thronged the college campus and tingled the blood of the
confident players as tary appeared upon the field amid shouts
and cheers from their jubilant admirers.
It was an ideal football day. And the blue and red of the Holly Hill College team,
as they streamed in from the south gate, made a pretty contrast
with the crimson and steel of their Nollgreen rivals.
This Thanksgiving
marked the third battle between the two colleges in as many consecutive
years. The Blues had won the previous year’s contest, whilst the Crimson
had emerged with flying colors from the first game between the two elevens.
It seemed, however, fis Crimsons were again favorites. They were playing
on home grounds and were said to have the strongest team in the history of
the college.
These facts made little worry for the well-trained Blues, and
they ran through their preliminary signal practice with ease and confidence.
Nollgreen had won the toss:and chosen the eastern goal; they would receive the kick-off.
The captain of each eleven raised his hand in response
to the referee’s

“Ready,”

and

the latter’s

shrill

whistle

checked

the

breath

of the nervous spectators. What a perfect kick!
The Crimson’s left halfback received the ball on the five-vard line. He advanced it fifteen vards,
whence the full-back was sent through the line for a five-yard gain. A forward pass! What! the Blue’s right end has es ball—but is downed on the:

spot.

There goes the right half for an end run!

Look at that plucky little

Crimson left-guard breaking up the interference and down his man with a
loss of two yards.
A straight buck is now tried, but to no avail.
The
Crimson’s heay y line was impenetrable arid the Blues are forced to kick.
The quarter- -hack received the ball, and with splendid dodging carried it for

a brilliant thirty-yard run.

They tried a delaved forward pass.

their left-end, received the ball and
he

was

eee

by

the

Blue’s

Grimes,

brought it to the ten-yard a

right-half.

The

crowd

grew

wild,

but

where
their,

warmth of emotion was left to cool while time was given the right-half to
hop about and rub his shoulder, injured in the le.
Play is again resumed, and a series of bucks are tried, but the Blue line has braced and
Crimson loses the ball on downs.
Johnson, the Blue’s right-tackle, was
called back to kick, and made a grand punt.
Crimson’s quarter received
the ball in the center of the field, and was downed on the spot bv the Blue’s
fast right-end. Look at that play—the Crimson’s right-half is skirting left
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What strong interference he has!

sprinting down a clear field—a touchdown!
from
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their seats and shout—banners

air from the maddened

crowd.

are waving

Goal is kicked

He passes all and

The Crimson
and

followers

is

rise

hats tossed into the

and the score stands—6

to 0,

Crimson’s favor, with ten more minutes to play in the first half.
Crimson kicked to the Blue’s full-back, who advanced the ball for ten
yards.
A fake punt and a pretty end run brought the ball forward thirty
more yards, whence the Blues are forced to punt. The Crimson’s half received the ball and advanced it six yards, where they lost it on downs.
A
forward pass landed it for the Blues on the thirty-yard line. Plunges were
tried, but without success, and the right-tackle was called back for a drop
kick. The line held splendidly and his kick was perfect. The score is now
—6 ‘to 3. The Blues received the ball and made a poor attempt at returning the kick, when the whistle blew for the end of the first half.
College cheers, college songs, college taunts, and college challenges—all
were used to fill up the ten minutes’ breathing space allowed the players
between the halves.
That was indeed a nervous, restless, noisy mass of
humanity that greeted the official’s shrill command for the renewal of hostility. Crimson kicked off and the Blue’s right-half received the ball and
carried it for seven yards.
Here an onside kick was made and the Blues
regained the play.
They were held, and forced to kick. A “kicking game”
ensued, and fifteen minutes passed without any substantial gains being made
by either side. The Blues now had the ball on their own fifteen-yard line
and an end run was tried. It resulted in a loss of two yards. The left-end
did not arise from the ground.
He had been badly injured in the head,
and, amid a deafening ovation, was carried off the field. His injuries were
soon forgotten by the wild crowd, who are now anxiously concerned only as
to his substitute. About ten minutes are lost by the accident, during which
time Carson, the Blue’s captain and left-tackle, conferred, with the coach
in the club-room.
Play was finally resumed, with “Swifty” as the substitute end.
“Swifty” was a lad quiet of speech and action, and without that
rowdyish superiority common to a great many players on the eleven. However, he was their superior in many ways, particularly as a scholar, and this
may have been the cause of their dislike for him.
It was the general
opinion of the Blue’s followers that the coach had made a great mistake in

not placing “Swifty” a regular on the first squad. The coach was in fault. for
that he gave too little attention to the boy on account of his quiet attitude, °
and gave more notice to some of his “louder men.”
The result was that
“Swifty” was only a second team man, with undeveloped powers.
Carson, who was “Swifty’s” most bitter enemy, secretly gave “Shorty,”

the Blue’s quarter-back, positive instructions not to use “Swifty” in play.
Now, “Shorty” was not a “half-bad” fellow and admired “Swifty’s” tactics,
although he was afraid to make known his convictions.
He, however, endeavored to comply with the captain’s orders, and in consequence used only
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plays that did not involve the left-end.

‘Tackle-through-tackle, line bucks,

runs around right end—everything conceivable he used to advance the ball,
and still twenty-five yards separated them from the goal line, with but one

minute to play.

“Shorty” was now desperate.

He knew “Swifty” had the

“stuff” in him, and was determined to give him a chance.

52—87, he called in quick succession.
straight,

63—92,

calling

“signals.”

“Shorty,”

still “Swifty’s” signal—and

43—128—96—

Carson’s face flushed and he stood
repeated

52—31—168—

the ball was passed.

however,

The line held

admirably, and, running out about seven yards, he made a splendid forward pass.
It was grand!
Every breath on the field was held.
Then a
great cheer arose! “ ‘Sw ifty” had the ball safe under his arm and was tear-

ing toward the goal line. Now he bowled-over the “Crimson’s” great rightend with his “stiff arm,” and now passed the quarter-back. The noise was
dense. “Swifty” had safely “planted” the ball behind the Crimson goal
line.
The following days saw “Swifty” no more ignored by his erstwhile supe-

riors in athletic prowess.
that had cheered

him

He was the college hero.

so vociferously when

he had

“After courses those
crossed

the Crimson’s

line, would gather about him, peer into his clear-cut features, and ply him
with questions innumerable.
He still maintained his quiet composure, and,
with kindly smile and modest thanks, acknowledged the flattering compliments showered upon him.
In fact, to win a game was matter of small
note to “Swifty.” He had an eye to life’ s battle; he was training in tactics

for the conquest of men.

He had won the game for the Blues; now he re-

solved to win to himself the captain of the Blues.
Carson was under obligation to “Swifty,” and, as a matter of form, had to join the chorus of
applause.
“Swifty” knew that his praise was but sounding words; but he

likewise knew that Carson was a hero worshiper, and felt sure that a kindly
hero could make himself an idol for the Blue’s captain.
He had judged
rightly, and his victory over Carson was as rapid as it was thorough.

In the election for the captain of the ensuing year’s team Carson and
“Swifty’ were nominated.
The former declined the nomination and moved
“Swifty’s” election by acclamation.
But before the motion could be seconded “Swifty” had the floor, and, to the utter dismay of all present, pain-

fully announced his inability to pursue his course at college any further.
In a flash Carson was beside him, all wrought up, and hastily whispering
something into the lad’s ear. “Swifty” shook his head.
Carson persisted,
gesticulating with his head, his hands, his whole body. A whispered dialogue
followed.
It was brief—Carson had now conquered Swifty, and, leaning
over the shoulder of a companion, he urged him in the same impetuous

manner as he had dealt with “Swifty.” The companion rose. “I second
the motion for Mr. Stellington’s election by acclamation.” And a great
cheer rose from forty throats.
“Swifty” was captain.
The next week he
received a letter; and in the letter was a check; and the check was signed
J. S. Carson, Sr., President.
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Promenia

*

DAIS
Francis M, MUELLER, 713.

(Continued. )
PART

GROUP

of people

were

IT.

slowly

wending

their way

along

the

broad and sylvan path that extended from the island palace
Leaning upon the shoulder of a
to a nearby palm grove.
man, clothed in long sacerdotal
aged
colored slave was an
a slender, graceful figure; her
trod
softly
right
his
To
“robes.
2)
long and beautiful dark hair, tied back with a band of ribbon,
in accordance with the custom of the Egyptian women, fell loosely over a
plain blue garment that covered her shoulders. Neither jewelry nor precious
stones adorned the lovely form, yet her entire demeanor and her nobly

formed features bespoke her charm and sweetness. Slaves on either side
fanned her with mighty panels of peacock feathers. A short distance ahead

strode a servant carrying a heavy roll of papyrus and a small pointed reed.
Now they arrived at the foot of a hill, covered with fan-palms, whence
could be seen the bay in the distance, the little marble temple with its

numerous pillars and hieroglyphics forming the background. Beneath one
of the palm trees the slaves spread a mat, upon which the old man and his

young companion sat down.
“Promenia, my daughter,” began the aged man, “tell me but once more
of that pretty marvelous child, that beautiful woman, and the poor carpenter. It always captivates me, in its legendary beauty, and I feel myself
transported, as it were, into an entirely different world, when accompanying
But listen! conceal nothing, as everything is of the
you in thought.
greatest importance to me.”
“Venerable master, my lord and father—for it is granted me to call thee
To me also, your
thus—your wish is my wish, and your joy is my joy.

obedient servant—”
“Speak not thus, Promenia,”

remarked

the old man.

“You

are

my

daughter, sent me by the mighty Lord of heaven. You speak to an interested father, whose life and light you are. Now continue your story.”
“Because you so desire it, venerable Phatahor, I shall obey.
“T. too,” she continued, “always think of those sad yet memorable days of

my childhood

with pleasure and contentment.

They

recall the sweetest
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recollections of a paradise full of happiness and pleasure, the memories of
the serene joys of youth, but they also recall the thoughts of that terrible
picture of horror, the bitterest and saddest occurrence of my life.
But
why do I dare to complain?
Since your kind hand, worthy Lord and

Master, has again opened paradise for me—for

me, a poor and helpless

orphan—there again beats a loving father’s heart.
As a good angel, sent
by the highest God, you appeared to me on that occasion, at the moment of
greatest need and danger, and tore me from the jaws of certain death.
A

thousand times thanks, worthy Phatahor!

May

the Almighty Father in

heaven requite you from the abundance of His riches!|
remain your grateful daughter.
Even though many

Promenia will ever
recollections of the

past years may renew old and painful wounds, I will nevertheless comply
with thy dearest wish, my lord and benefactor.

“My good parents—may the portals of eternal glory be opened to them
and may they live happily upon the eternal island of the heavenly Nile—
possessed a little cottage in the northwestern part of the city of the sun, in
the neighborhood of the magnificent temple of Isiris.
We lived not as

people of rank and wealth, in the abundance of treasures and possessions,
nevertheless our home was peaceful and happy.
My father made all kinds
of beautiful and varied colored articles—vases, shells, and drinking cups—
from dried and burnt Nile silt. He was also a master in the braiding of
mats, carpets, tapestry, sails, and cordage, from the papyrus rushes that
grow abundantly in the low and quiet waters of the sacred river.
I often

accompanied my mother to the river bottoms, where we gathered the roots
of the lotus and of other water-lilies, to sell them in the market-places and
at the east gate of the city.
“One morning, before the sun-god had stepped through his golden gates,

a wonderful and exceptionally bright light overcast the northern part of the
city, making it brighter than day. It could be seen only between the temple
of the sun ‘and the obelisks at the northwestern gate.
An incredible and
remarkable odor spread throughout the terrified city.
Poor immigrants,
it was said, had come from some distant land and at their.arrival the giant
oak dedicated to the gods, deeply bowed its massive head with a resounding
crash and a thunder-like peal. The ponderous iron gates had been opened
by an invisible hand and likewise mysteriously closed again.
A great ball

of fire, like to the sun, preceded the travelers. In every temple idols were
hurled to the floor, excepting in the one bearing the inscription. “To the
Unknown

God.’

It was

also related

that an idol at the south

gate

had

risen thrice from the place where it had fallen, and that at the same time
a voice was heard, ‘Woe to us! Let us withdraw from here.’ The people
assembled in the public places and walked the streets, lamenting and wailing. Many of them flocked to the northern part of the city, where, in a
poor cave, the immigrants had settled, and adored them as divine personages.

The

priests,

on

the other

hand,

were

incensed

against

them.

They
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regarded the newcomers as neocromancers, and therefore sought their lives.
The family, however, could not be found, for they had departed, no one
knew whither.
After the excitement and ill-will had subsided, they again
returned to the city, where they remained unmolested.
“Their small abode stood not far from my parental home, and often,
with my companions, I visited the beautiful child.
He smiled at us so
sweetly, and when we played together it seemed as though we were in a
paradise.
Often the child’s mother called us to her side and related many
and beautiful things of heaven.
I did not then understand all, and
thought she was speaking of the distant and beauteous land whence they
came. I felt as happy and contented with the good people as with my own
dear parents.
Not long, indeed, were these happy hours to last, for the
family soon left, and never did.I see them again. Often I yearned for the
dear child and the good and lovable woman.
Yet I still had one consolation which supported me in the long days of bitter trials and suffering.
Before the Holy Family—for other I cannot call them—left_us, the mother
of the little child took me by the hand and spoke to me in tender and sympathetic words.
‘My child,’ said she, ‘do you wish one day to enter into
paradise, into the beautiful land where lives your Father and God?’
I
gazed into her radiant countenance and replied, ‘Yes, good lady, that is
my wish.’
She then exhorted me to remain good and innocent.
‘See, my
child, continued she, ‘we must now part, but my blessing and the blessing
of my child will-ever remain with you and protect you in all dangers.
Adversity and suffering await you, but be of good cheer and trust in God.
Raise your heart to the Father, who is beyond the clouds, and who guides
your steps. You are yet too young to understand me, and as yet you do not
know your Lord and God, but you shall obtain the grace of salvation not
only for yourself but for others also.’
These last words she spoke so
earnestly and sincerely that they left an everlasting impression on my
mind.
After many years, wherever, perchance, I may have been, they recurred to my mind and instilled in me new courage.
“Our possessions increased so rapidly and so considerably in the last few
years that my father considered it feasible to realize his favorite plan of
traversing the Great Sahara with a large beast of burden to acquire
immense treasures and wealth. I had a great dread of the desert and of the
wild animals, and cried bitterly as we left our comfortable little home. We
joined a caravan destined for Central Africa to purchase gold, ivory,

precious stones, frankincense, perfumes, and slaves. At first our way led
through narrow defiles with nothing to see but high perpendicular walls of
rock

and

the

blue

heavens

overhead.

Then

we

came

to an

endless

sea

of

sand, where neither trees nor vegetation were to be seen.
Through this
desolate region we marched for several days, till we finally came to a large
and fruitful oasis. Here my parents determined to stay over night to await
the caravan coming up in the rear. For fear and excitement I could not
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roar of wild beasis resounded incessantly over the desert sands,
nearer and nearer. With every moment my fears increased. I
mother, and, weeping, buried my face in her lap in order to
noise.
Suddenly she uttered a shriek of terror.
On a small

cliff above our head stood a majestic lion.

Quickly father grasped for his

spear, but at the same moment the lion with one bound had my mother by
the shoulder. My father encountered the beast in a fight for life or death.
Our pack-mule had broken its fastenings and had taken flight.
I, in my

fright and bewilderment,

fled in the same

direction.

Long

I wandered

aimlessly about, finally losing my bearings completely.
I heard nothing, I
saw nothing that could give me the slightest hope of relief. Exhausted and
weary, I sat down on the desert sands and wept bitterly.
When I again
became conscious of my position, my first thoughts were of my parents.
Little hope did I entertain for their safety, and I attributed my own preservation to my timely yet unconscious flight. I wept ceaselessly.
Suddenly
a. comforting thought came to. my mind ; I recalled the pretty child, his
good mother, and the words she had spoken to me.
I threw myself upon
“my knees and wept and pleaded with the great Father of Whom the lady
had spoken.
Strengthened and encouraged, I arose just as two little birds
flew by.
I heard a voice saying, ‘Follow us!’
I followed my feathered
guides until, after a long march, we finally reached a flourishing oasis. A
clear, fresh spring gushed from an opening in the rocks. Round about me,
between the high and shady palms, was a carpet of soft green grass interwoven with fie most beautiful flowers. The trees bore mellow and delicious
fruit.
“After refreshing and strengthening myself, I looked cane for my
little guides, but they were nowhere to be seen. Nevertheless I again took
up the journey, but, alone and helpless, I wandered about aimlessly in the
wide, wide sand waste.
Many painful hours did I thus pass, until, being
utterly exhausted, I sank down upon the sand and soon fell asleep. Then
suddenly it seemed to me as though I were in a field of flowers. Butterflies
of the most delicate shades of color fluttered about me,

and the sweet

songs

of the birds reminded me of the peaceful and happy days of home.
As 5
raised my eyes in admiration of all this beauty, I beheld an aged man
approaching me. A snow-white garment, drawn together at the waist, with

a purple girdle, hung in loose folds over his slightly bent form.

It was

just like your robe, honeeaie father, but instead sf the Egyptian characters
Upon his
and the holy proverbs, it was adorned with little red crosses.
breast, in large, golden characters, were the letters I. H. S., surmounted by
a cross. The staff he carried also terminated in a cross. His countenance
bore a kindly smile, and, as he approached nearer, he bade me follow him.
I complied, and, taking me by the hand, together we started across the
meadows

and

beasts howled

fields.

Presently

we

came

to a dense,

dark

and roared in the thicket, and-occasionally

forest.

Savage

reptiles

crossed
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the narrow footpath. But they all skulked away in the presence of the oldman’s staff. He also whispered encouraging W ords to me. ‘Fear not, said
he; ‘look not around, and no harm will befall you... Soon we came to high
and precipitous mountains, but upon approaching nearer a ponderous door
in the solid rock opened mysteriously and we passed through.
We now
found ourselves in a labyrinth of caves and winding passages.
Darkest
night enshrouded us, but the radiant countenance of the old man and the
gold-emblazoned monogram upon his breast illumined the way.
A low,
rumbling noise continually reached my ears, growing ever louder and
louder the farther we went.
Presently we stood before a broad torrent,
tossing about its black and dirty waters with a thundering roar.
Serpents
and other loathsome vermin crawled about on the desolate shore, covered
with thorns and brambles.
Great dragons and ghastly and scaly monsters
buffeted the waves of the slimy sea, and their wild and agonizing shrieks
resounded in. hundredfold reverberations through the hollow caverns.
It
was an appalling and terrifying scene.

“Beyond the river a wonderful and illumined island spread out before us.
Tn its midst, upon
from its glittering
crosses in white. A
form of a sleeping
raging torrent.
A
rounded its brow.

a towering cliff, proudly rose a magnificent palace, and
pinnacles floated numerous red banners, trimmed with
ery of amazement escaped my lips as my eye caught the
child lying upon a blood-stained cross that spanned the
halo of crimson, more beautiful than the aurora, surAbove the child, swaying in mid-air, was the brilliantly

illumined inscription, ‘Lamb of God.’

I wished to arouse the slumbering

child, for I immediately recognized in it the beautiful child of Heliopolis,
but at that very moment I also awoke—and how bewildered was I to find
myself upon a pack animal, in the arms of a slave, who continually cooled
my temples with fresh water. Round about me, in measured tread, marched
bearded men, carrying spears.
It was the caravan which on that terrible
-night my parents were awaiting at the oasis, and which, after going a short
distance, determined to return again. The slave then related how they had
found me, unconscious and exhausted, lying upon the hot sands.
Eagerly

I inquired for my parents, but learned, to my grief, that no trace of them
had been found. With heroic fortitude I reconciled myself to the fate that
had overtaken me, cheered on by the thought of the words of the wonderful

child’s mother and the strangely beautiful scene I had beheld in my dream.
“New hope came to me as in the distance the majestic obelisks and the
pinnacles of the temples came into view.—The rest, worthy father, is known

to you; how can I, thy unworthy servant, ever repay thee for what thou
hast done for me!”
Between

sobs and

tear-bedimmed

eyes, she continued:

“But

one wish

I

yet entertain, and for its fulfillment I daily beseech the great Father of
heaven that He may lead us to the beautiful child and that we, too, may
share everlasting joys.
(To

be

concluded.)
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AMANN,

710.

T’ was one beautiful summer day in August.
I was wandering
with a friend, the son of a wealthy ranch-owner, over his father’s
vast prairie fields in western Kansas, where neighbors are miles
from each other, when we happened upon a small mound.
Upon
inquiry I learned from my companion that it was the grave of an
unknown beggar, who had died, alone and forsaken, here upon
the endless prairie.
When further questioned, my friend related to me
what little he knew of this poor stranger. He told me how one day, shortly
before noon, a weather-beaten traveler, slowly trudging his way over the
prairie, came to their door.
His clothes tattered and covered with dust,
and supporting himself upon a stick, the wearied beggar appeared, every
inch, a tramp. His request for something to eat was gladly granted, and he
entered, but when asked to approach the table he hesitated and involuntarily cast a searching glance upon his dusty garments and then upon the pure
white table-cloth, as though to make comparison.
The appetizing odor of
the meal, however, was irresistible, and he slowly sunk into the chair placed
for him.
He was reticent to a degree, speaking only when questioned as to
whence he came and whither he purposed going. This matter was evidently
painful to him, and they learned merely that he had come down from Montana and was bound for the eastern part of the State.
His only inquiry
was for the nearest city to the east.
He evinced some regret when told
that the distance was about twelve miles.
As he wished to reach the city
before nightfall, the weary fellow prepared to continue his journey imme-

diately after dinner.

He thanked his benefactors heartily for their kind-

ness, swung his wallet over his stooped shoulders, and then was off.

They

watched him as he slowly dragged his tired limbs along the country road,
until his haggard
On

the

following

figure disappeared
day

one

of the

in the distance.
ranchmen

came

galloping

towards

the

house and brought the news of a dead man, found lying near the road some
distance off. The squire was notified, and, with several neighbors, went to
the scene, my friend with them.
He immediately recognized the hody as
that of their guest of the previous day.
Apparently he had laid himself
down along the bank of the creek to pass the night in the open prairie,
when death overtook him.
The squire, with a remark of “That’s a sad

THE

case,”

gave

out

the

S. M.

verdict

of
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“Unknown

stranger;

death

trouble,” and the gentlemen present signed the document.

from

heart

A bundle of

German papers and letters found on the person of the dead man, was given
to my friend that he might examine them at leisure, for the squire was
unacquainted with the German language.
Then the group returned, and
on the following day, a rude coffin having been obtained, the corpse was
interred near the spot where it was found, there to rest, alone and forgotten. Returning home, my friend, having noticed the interest I showed

in the matter, favored me

by putting into my

letters taken from the dead tramp’s pocket.
Some photographs, yellow from age, were

hands.

possession

the bundle of

the first to pass through

my

The one was that of a girl with smiling face and youthful appear-

ance: the other was the picture of an elderly woman, with friendly features
and eyes that showed unmistakable signs of grief.
His mother, thought
I; he must have been a good son to carry her picture with him even unto
his death.
Possibly in his last hours beside the running creek, this face
looked kindly down upon him and soothed the lonely hours of his passing.
Possibly in those moments of supreme struggle he remembered the days
when she fondly stroked his hair with motherly care and pressed kisses of
motherly love upon his lips. With what hopeful promises did he not leave

her!

But the promises have failedof realization.

There he lies—a for-

gotten outcast of humanity for whom life held nothing but the memory of
better times long gone by. And the other picture, who may that have been ?
Sweet traces that encircled those lips,—did not they have words of lasting
endearment for him?
Have not those eyes looked lovingly upon him? Certainly they must have; and now,—whither have these kind words strayed,
where are now the sweet smiles ?—Silenced and faded forever.

T now- began

to read and examine the letters.

They were all produced by

the same hand—a hand that had been firmly delicate in the early letters,
but in the latter, weak and trembling. Between the lines I thought plainly
discernible the loving countenance of that goodly woman upon whose picture I had just been gazing.
There were not many letters. The first had
been written long, long ago, and since the latest more than a decade of
vears had elapsed.
But between the first and last was clearly recorded the

rise and fall of a promising career.

No matter, however great the changes

in the life of the man to whom these letters were addressed may have been,
one thing remained unchanged—a mother’s love, which ever and again
knew how to pour the balsam of new hope into the wounds caused by the

blows of unrelenting fate.
It was the old story.
the battlefield

,
Once, full of hope and courage, he entered upon

of life, a future

full

of happiness

smiling

down

upon

him.

But, alas! promises and hopes were left unfulfilled, and with their failure
ambition, too, had failed, and he sank lower and lower, till he fell in death,
a vagrant on the wind-swept fields of a western

prairie.

As a young man
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he had left home and mother to enter into student life of a German university. The earliest letter was addressed to him shortly after his arrival in
Berlin. How marked is the tender love she bears this boy, who now for the
first time is living away from her, and what pleasure, whut pride does she

not express in those lines, for that she has finally attained to her life ambition—God knows with what labor and privations. Then came a painful
pause, and much must have occurred during this pause.
Probably her
son had forgotten her, or maybe the smiles of some pretty damsel had de-

prived his mother of his affection for her.

Who can tell?

The irresistible power had driven the young man across the ocean into
a distant land, to America. But even here the first greeting from his native

land came from his mother.

Then, it would seem, commenced his fight for

existence.
How carefully his mother’s thoughts followed him!
What
pleasure she experienced in his every step upward!
How she sought to
encourage and comfort him when in his’‘climb upward he lost his foothold
and slipped back. No word of complaint escapes her, save that she cannot
be with him to help him in his trials and to share them with him.
In

thought

she follows him in his plans and hopes,

failed and the hopes remained

unfulfilled, when

and when

all seemed

these plans
lost, she bids

him still to be of good heart, still to hope on and strive until she can reach
his side.
But this was not to be.

The latest letter, bearing the date

from the village authorities of his native place.
died Thursday, August 9. As her remains
in the village churchyard by the state.”
fatal blow to all his ambition.
New York,
triumph, held nothing for him now, so he
unmarked grave amid fields that wave with

It read:

187—.

was

“Your mother

were unclaimed, she was buried
Possibly this was the last and
that was to be the scene of his
set adrift, only to find a lowly,
golden grain.
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Thanksgiving,

which

710

we are able to cele-

perhaps

may

be the

last for many of us. There are few who realize the noble
spirit that this feast suggests.
For some it is a day to end gloriously the
season on the gridiron, and for others to enjoy a good turkey dinner.
The

spiritual, for which there are many

reasons to be thankful,

and God is scarcely thought of in the struggle for riches.

We

is forgotten,
are immortal

and can never be satisfied with the mortal possessions of this life.
St.
Francis de Sales has set forth three reasons for rendering thanks, which
it will be useful for us to bear in mind. He advises us to consider the bodily
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gifts bestowed upon us by God; the gifts of the mind, and the supernatural
graces.—What a contrast is this Thankapivi ing with the day when the Puritans first thanked God for their bounteous harvest !
At the eave time Thanksgiving Day is a National Feast, a day on
which the Nation gives thanks for benefits receiv ed—peace, prosperity. free(lom, and especiz ally the free exercise of religion.
.

The Influence

In recent years, Catholic societies throughout the world

ef Catholic — are doing much to further the interests of the Catholic
Societies
cause and are a valuable aid to the church in general.
After the Catholic young man has completed his education he is no longer
under the guiding hand of his teachers, but is left to fight his own battles.
It is here that the Catholic society takes up the work. The young man is constantly in communication with good companions, who, instead of causing
him to lose his faith, will strengthen it, and at the same time he can enjoy

all pleasures that will not prove harmful

to his faith.

These

societies,

realizing the necessity of giving our Catholic youth a good education, have
begun to lend a helping hand to the colleges and universities in their
locality. The Ancient Order of Hibernians has established a chair of Irish
History at the University of Washington, and is endeavoring to have the
parochial schools of the United States take up this study. The Knights of
Columbus are now making an active campaign and have succeeded in establishing a $50,000 chair of United States History at the Catholic University
of Washington.
The local branches of this society have been busy as well.
In Hamilton they have been largely instrumental in the establishment of a
Catholic High School.
In Dayton the Council 500 has organized a highclass lecture course to be given at the College for the benefit of the Students’ Reference Library.
;
The EXPoNneEnt staff takes this opportunity to thank the Dayton Nuiglits
of Columbus for the good work inaugurated by them.
We are confident
that success will attend their efforts.
JOHN O’CONNELL, 710,

The
Upon the death of Francisco Ferrer, the noted anarchist,
Socialists = the press both in Europe and America straightway conin Spain
demned the Spanish Government for its only too just
measures. Doubtless the attitude of the newspapers was due entirely to
ignorance of the man himself and the accusation on which he was held
cuilty.
Led on by false and anarchistie reports, editors who prior to the
Barcelona riots had probably never heard of Ferrer, wrote articles which
nictured

him

a friend

of the

poor

and

low]lyv—a

martyr

to a noble

cause.

They were written in a truly Socialistic style, so that, before long, demonstrations against the execution of such a good man took place in different
However, if we examine into these demonstrations, we
parts of Europe.
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discover that they have occurred where socialism and anarchism are known
to hold full sway.
Why the majority of the press, who claim to be opposed to anarchy,
should uphold Ferrer is'a strange fact. He was given a fair trial, which
was not secret, and proven guilty. He had not only incited others to deeds
of violence, but had himself taken a hand in the rioting.
He was executed
not because he was a teacher of anarchy, but because he had been guilty of
an overt act.
Gen.
ment:

Linares,

the

Spanish

Minister

of War,

issued

the

following

state-

“No charge was made in court regarding Ferrer’s teachings in his modern
schools at Barcelona and ninety-three other places, where children and
adults of both sexes were impregnated with the doctrines that there is no
God, no family, no fatherland, no national flag, no necessity for any church
—in fact, all the doctrines proclaimed in-the anarchist congress.
“In the works and pamphlets that Ferrer circulated also, ample proofs
are given of his part in inciting the Barcelona disturbances, and no honest
tribunal, civil or military, could have refused to convict him on them.”
Therefore we see that, although Ferrer may himself not have committed
murder, he was an advocate of it, and one in such a position is far more
dangerous to society and government than were his dupes who simply did
his bidding.
Spain, recoonizing this fact, soucht the prime factor, Ferrer,
and meted out a just punishment, not onlv for the crimes that had been
committed, but also as a protection for the future.
Ienatius Hart, 711.

JAPANESE SCHOLARSHIP
List

of

Contributors

since

July,

FUND
1909.

Chicago, Til—N. W.
Resch, $5: John Britz. $1: M. Sieben, 3: a benefactor, A. R., $3;
Tue Sr. AvcustIxe SciroLarsHip, FOR 1999, pRESENTED BY Cr. FriscHe: Peter Dress, $30: Maria Renke, $10:
Mrs. M.
Klein, $5: John Leies, $5: John Zeller. $2: John Zimmer, $2; John
Britz,
$2; Mrs. E. Betz, $1: Franz Bosolt. $1: Karl Jacklin, $1: Christopher
Frische, $1.

Payton, O.—Mrs. Magdalena Michel, $1; Mrs. Minnie Weser, 50 cents:
J. Behm, 25 cents; Mrs. Josephine Kette, 50 cents: Miss Emma C. Kette,
90 cents; Mrs. Jos. M. Steffen, 50 cents: J. B. Moorman, 50 cents: a
friend,

$5;

H.

S.

and

Ferguson, Mo.—Felix

H.

W.,

$2.

Umscheid,

$1: A. F., $1.

North Milwaukee, Wis—John Wagener, $1.
San Antonio, Texas—Mrs. Clara Umscheid. $1.
Grand total cash on hand, Second Endowment

Fund,

$674.55.
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Notes
b

Cineinnati

Old

Boys

wy)

‘eA OU SURELY REMEMBER how your Colllege
team won that football game from St. Xavier's last
Year on Thanksgiving Day.
You were there;
you rooted; you helped the boys to win. Are you going

W

to help them

again?

If not, why

not?

But you

will

surely make up your mind and go to the Gym. Grounds,
East End, on Thursday, November 25. It is Thanksgiving Day,
and you'll have the time. Inthe meantime save your lung power
in order to root your old College team to victory.

Rev.

F.

Schiller, 02

Father Francis Schiller, 02, has been transferred to St.

Louis

Cathedral,

St. Louis.

Last summer he frequently

met our “smiling” Vie. Schlitzer, and they couldn’t help
talking about St. Mary’s. Success to you in your new field of labor.
Rev. J. A.
Pilon, °05

Rey. J. A. Prion, 705, who was ordained last
now stationed at Winter, Wis., and has charge of
sions.
The bishop assured his new sacerdos that
the most strenuous in the diocese. But our fervent apostle finds
congenial, and hopes, despite the obstacles, to plant the good seed.

June, is
four misthey are
the work
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It will be

of

interest

to the

Old

Boys,

who attended the College in the years during which Bro.

Maximin Zehler was asso-

ciated with St. Mary's
and

later on as President

Institute as teacher,
and

Treasurer,

to

learn that we have succeeded in securing a
eee

oe

beautiful

life-size portrait of the venerable

eee

Brother, who

by his intelligent devotedness

contributed so much to the growth ard development
from 1850 to 1891.

of St. Mary's

As we are going to press the picture is in

the hands of a local art dealer, who in conjunction with the artist
has selected a suitable frame.

Within the next month

a commit-

tee of Old Boys representing successive periods at the College will
be appointed to prepare a program for the unveiling

and

dedica-

tion of the painting and its installation in Alumni Hall.
@ In the meantime we will be pleased to receive suggestions from
friends of Bro. Zehler and from all the Old Boys who were under
his direction, in order to make the event a grand success.

Address

all communications to

Zehler
St. Mary’s.

Portrait
Institute

Committee
Dayton,

Ohio
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MEMORIAM.

J.
°57

On October 2, death claimed as its own Mr. William J.
Qsterday, *57, who entered St. Mary’s in 1853, where he
received his first holy communion.
In 1862 he enlisted in
the Federal army.
For thirty-eight years he was in the harness business at
1021 West Third Street. At the time of his death he was sixty-seven years
old. The funeral services were held Wednesday, October 6, at Holy Trinity Church.
He is a brother to Joseph J. Osterday, *69, and uncle to Clarence, still attending classes at S. M. I.
Edward
Luehrs, ’00

On October 18, Edward Luehrs, *00, of Dayton, departed
{oa better life at the vigorous age of twenty-four.
He was
a bright young man-and very popular.
The funeral high
mass was sung by Rev. George Franz, ’76, on Thursday, October 21, at St.
John’s Church.
The usual prayers were offered up by the student body for the repose of
their souls... May they rest in peace.

From
Ithaca

After a good deal of usual red tape, John F. Ohmer,
+ 09, became one of the one thousand two hundred “fresh
men” of Cornell University.
Besides an occasional visit
to the shop and forge building, John does some cross-country running, but
as yet has broken no records.
May your stay in beautiful Ithaca benefit
. you both physically and mentally.
GeldcampBoyce

One of the prettiest social events that took place in Ironton, Ohio, during the present year was the marriage of
Henry B. Goldcamp, 706, to Miss Katharine Boyce.
The
ceremony took place in St. Lawrence’s Church, Tuesday, September 14,
Father Cotter celebrating the nuptial high mass.
Albert Goldcamp, ‘06,
brother to Henry,-was best man.
The happy couple now resides on South
Fifth Street.’
Henry is bookkeeper of the hardware firm, Goldcamp Bros.
& Co., and, in addition, he is secretary of the Ironton Council, K. C.. and
financial secretary of the Y. M. I. That your wedded life be prosperous and
blest with length of davs is the earnest wish of your many friends among
the faculty of S. M. I. and of the Old Boys.
Chicage
Doings

A postal card from the Chicago Alumni, with the notice,
“Lifo is Just One: ——~—
Thing After Another,” is
In the meantime we'll await develop-.
surely auspicious.
ments. The card was signed by JosepH C. WINDBIEL, 792, Ep. M. Katrog,
01, Oscar C.-Manrer, 792, ALEX. M. BLruMENTHAL, 7°94, THEODORE WiMBERG, 795, Joun M. Buremerer, 702, A. H. Scroen, 704, E. C. Sctroen,
03, Epw. A. BLUMENTHAL, 703, Witttam C. ScHoEN, 707, PAuL WENIG-
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MAN, JR., “07, E. J. Berax, 00, Epwarp W. MiLter, 94, ALBERT KemPren,
‘94, J. NED GRIMES, ’04, FRANK Kemper, 08, Dr. J. Mrnxe, 701, Mat. N.
Blumenthal, 797.
We kindly request the Chicago Old Boys to send us their new addresses.
The Alumni Editor is very pleased to locate THropore Wimsere, 795, then
of Cincinnati, Ohio. Further details are most welcome. — +

Geo.

F.

Allison

Mr. Allison is back at Hamilton, Ohio, as physical direc-

tor of the Y. M. C. A.

He wishes the football team a suc-

cessful season, and expects to see them
the visiting teams during November.

clash with some of

Mr. F. H.

During the past month, among other visitors was Mr.
King, then of Fort Jennings, now engaged in the phar-

King, "84

macy

business at 235 North

Main

Street, Delphos, Ohio.

He called to see his son Carl, attending 8S. M. I. By the way, Mr. King
belongs to the Ohio State Pharmacy Board, and after his visit to the new
S. M. I. chemical laboratory, he declared he knew of none other in Ohio,
Indiana, or Kentucky that surpassed it.
Frank Louis Grothe, *85, of Cincinnati, was also very
well pleased with the new laboratory and the general surroundings.
He, too, is engaged in the pharmacy business
at the corner of Spring and East Twelfth Streets. Call again, friends.
Another

Two
Doctors

Many good things come in pairs. We record this month
the visit of two pharmacists. We give the latest about two
Reverends, and here are two prospective physicians, Join
Monnie, *08, and Clarence Rulman, *08, both students of the Cincinnati
Medical College, who called at S. M. T., October 24.
It was John’s first
visit since his graduation, and he spent a most pleasant day at Alma Mater
with the numerous friends he counts among the faculty. May your studies
be crowned with success.
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Nature has donned her mourning weeds.

in faded and ragged array.
formed into a cheerless brown.

We view bare forests or woods

The fresh-green enamel of thé plain is transThe gentle zephyrs of Indian summer have
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Mr. C. E. W. Griffith.

@ Mr. C. E. W. Griffith delivered the first two numbers of the Knights of
Columbus Lecture Course at St. Mary's on Nov. 4 and 5. This celebrated
Shakesperian Reader was greeted with large and appreciative audiences on
both evenings.
@ Mr. Griffith has already been heard in Macbeth, King Lear, The Taming
of the Shrew, Richard III. and Twelfth Night.
This year he chose as the
subject of his first lecture the great Shakesperian play, Hamlet.
There is no
limitation to the subjects of this great Reader's lectures, for his repertoire consists of the thirty-six plays of the Bard of Avon.
@ The second evening Mr. Griffith was heard in Dante's Divine Comedy.
This new offering to the Dayton public received the most favorable press comment.

It was

the

first good

reading

of Dante

ever

heard

here,

and

his

mar-

velous flexible voice, his expressive face, and his unbounded interpretative
powers combined to portray in the most favorable light the great Italian mastermind, the immortal

Dante.

A View

of the Physical
Laboratory

q

The

Course

in

Physics

at St.

Mary’s Institute offers elementary
and advanced instruction in all
departments of natural philosophy.
The

physical

laboratory

is

well

supplied with standards and high
grade
instruments
of precision,
which permit the investigation of
the fundamental
physical
laws
with critical exactness.
q The
equipment comprises standards of
length, weight, time, standards of
electromotive

form,

standard

me-

ters for A. C. and D. C. currents;
standard resistances, standard con-

densers.

It comprises

vanometers
all

types,

and

also

gal-

electrometers

spectroscopes,

of

spectro-

meters,

potentiometers,

rometer,

a chronograph, balances

a

ba-

of precision, a complete outfit for
calorimetry,
induction
coils, X
ray tubes, a Geryk
air
pump,
Tesla coils, etc.

A College

Class at

Laboratory

Pra Cc C c
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_ swelled to mighty blasts that “‘wrestle with the trees.of the forest as Jacob
of old with the angel.”
Where are the golden harvests that rejoiced the
heart of husbandman and passerby, the merry songs that haunted woodland
and meadow and bade the air to list, the scented and many-tinted tribes of
enchanting flowers?
A most salutary lesson is contained in the decadence of all that was most
gorgeous, and we should be grateful to our Father in heaven for it. We

are deeply impressed with the truth that “this world is all a fleeting show,”
that all énjoyment,

glory, and wealth will sooner or later come to naught,

and that “there’s nothing true but heaven.”
aware of sad nature’s warning
leaves !

Alas that many are no more

than the kittens

sporting

with the falling

But let the poet lament nature’s downfall:
“The melancholy days are come, the saddest of the year,
Of wailing

winds, and naked

Hleaped in the
They rustle to
The robin and
And from the

Business
Class

woods, and meadows

brown

and sere.

hollows of the grove, the autumn leaves lie dead ;
the eddying gust, and to the rabbit’s tread ;
the wren are flown, and from the shrubs the jay,
wood-top calls the crow through all the gloomy day.

During the month of October the managers of the Wales
and Burroughs demonstrated their respective machines.
Mr. Geo. W. Hudson gave an informal talk on phenomena

at sea.
Musical
Notes

At the moving picture entertainment, October 24, the
Student’s Orchestra played the following pieces with good
effect :
.
Mareh—“The Victorious Hagle?-...
io. cee
Rosey

W altg—“CAar
piri bin se
March=—“iashing “yes.

aN
os Sos

Mazurka—“Caught in the Net”...
Three-Step—“Dream

Lyceum
Course

education.

Time”

ee,

ae Pestalozza
es ea Frantzen

0.2.2.2... 0.004. -e King

..................4/ Auerbach

Under the auspices of the Knights of Columbus a course
of

seven

lectures

will

be

conducted

within

four

winter

months in the St. Mary’s Institute hall in the interest of
The profits arising from it will be devoted to the equipment of

the Zehler library at the College.
The renowned C. E. W. Griffith will
entertain the Dayton people and the students by the dramatic reading of

“Hamlet” on November 4, and of Dante’s “Inferno” on the following evening.
Anthony Fiala, the famous Polar explorer of 1904 and 1905, will
speak on “The Conquest of the North Pole” on November 23.
George
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the play “The Music Master” on the evening of DeLeon Cope, a famous man on the platform, will speak
Mirth,” January 18.
Robert Parker Miles, of New
star reporter on the New York Journal, will deliver

“Tallow Dips, * February 19, in which he will dramatically portray some of
the noted personages he has interviewed, including Gladstone, Balfour, Bismarck, Pope Leo XIJII., Francis Train, and others,
Rev. MacCorry, of
Chicago, a noted Paulist father, will give his illustrated lecture, “The Story
Beautiful,” on March 10.

Cc. E. W.
Griffith

In his earlier days Mr. Griffith was a member of a leading company of players who performed in England and
America.
Owing to a serious affliction, he was compelled
to leave the stage, where he had made a distinct mark, and then began his
exhaustive studies of Shakespearean plays and other compositions.
He
founded the Shakespearean club in Chicago, under whose direction he
traverses the country and yearly reads the thirty-six plays of the world’s
greatest dramatist.
It is only recently that Mr. Griffith has begun his presentation of Dante’s Divine comedy.
That Mr. Griffith has transcendent
talents is amply proved by the numerous high eulogiums of eminent critics.
When he was a young man the Edinboro Review, commenting on a play
given by his company, said: “The finest elocution of the company was that
of Mr. Griffith.” A few years ago the great actor, Robert B. Mantell. said
in a brief complimentary message to Mr. Griffith: “Success to America’s
greatest reader of Shakespeare.”
Anthony

Fiala

Anthony

traveler,

Fiala is a well-known

and

The

author.

Polar explorer, lecturer,

Ziegler

polar

expedition,

financed by the late William Ziegler and commanded by
Anthony Fiala, sailed in the “America” from Norway, July 9, 1903.
The
ship was crushed by the ice in the beginning of the eipedition:
The e party
made three attempts to reach the pole by dog and pony sledges.
The first
relief expedition, after two efforts to rescue the explorers, failed.
The
second was successful, Mr, Fiala reaching New York August 31, where he
was hailed as the most famous Arctic explorer. He is one of the judges to
pass on the Cook-Peary controversy, and Doctor Cook has expressed a wish

that Professor

Parker and

ascended Mount McKinley.
.tern slides and life-motion

Anthony

Fiala

investigate his claim

to have

His lecture is profusely illustrated with lanpictures, which show the character of the ice

formations and the perils of traveling near the icy pole, and which are said
to be the only moving pictures ever phsiserephed
Since brevity is the soul

Hallowe’en

of only one division
reader, however, “ab
Division had worthy rivals.

will
uno

in the Polar regions.

of wit, the Halloween

be described.
disce omnes,”

We
for

rejoicings

advise the
the Third

HE
The

annual

Halloween
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of the Third

Division

was

held

the |

night of October 31. About 7:00 p.m. the doors of the clubroom were
thrown open, bringing in full view the products of the mechanical ingenuity
of the decorative committee.
Huge pumpkins
gleamed with ferocious
aspect upon the incoming masked individuals, whilst from the back of the
room came the weird fantastic music of Witchyland.
The electric lights
were then turned on, and all beheld, both with wonder and admiration,
their clubroom turned into a beautiful fairy heaven.
In the center were
the tables, all abounding with delicious viands, whilst all around were magnificent decorations in the College colors, red and blue.
‘Our entertainment, which would have aroused the jealousy of Robert
Mantell himself, consisted of the following.numbers:
Revelry

in

spooky-witchy

Revelry

in

fairyland.

land.

Givariette—— Amesea ste oo
Old
J.

Folks

oe

at

Fred

Farce—Train

Mauro.

to

cee

ea

by

the

od

Witches.

She ee

EE

ee

ee Arr.

Home

Schlaudecker,

Addresses—Bro.

Music

Paff,

M.
Rev.

by

‘yr. by
Kuntz.

G.

Bernard

Gonzalez,
P.

F.

Fritsche
Fritsche -

Steffen.

O'Reilly.

Tergin ew Gite
7 ot sae oon ae eres eee
Martin
Kuntz
Mirss SrttGriipk
ae
nine
oe ee
Charles Carrell
PONTE Ay UG OLNIte en
a ns
tae ae
Leo Schmitt
Recitation—"“Priest’s
Music

Leap

Solo—Cavaliera

Rusticanna

Duet—March

Occarino
Purkish

Solo
Magicians

from

Cant-stand-an-apple.

Abou-Musah-Djasher-al-Sofi
...5..... Clarence Braun
Mohammed-Gibel-al-Torey
...2...... Jos. Schlaudecker

Negro

servant

:

Otto

Poland

The banquet which followed would have been relished by rich Dives himself, which no one will doubt after seeing the menu: Ham, Saratoga Chips,
Nuts, Popcorn, Fruit, Candy, [ce Cream, Cake, Pop. Each of the numerous
toasts was renowned for quantity and quality.
:
Hallowe’en celebration closed at 9:30 P.M., with the wish that it were
opening again instead of ending.
Many, however, enjoyed it a second time
in dreamland.

Addison
Literary
Society
William

JOSEPH

SCHLAUDECKER,

On Tuesday, September 28, the Senior High
and organized the Addison’s Literary Society.
of the election for officers was as follows:
Roemer

~

715.

School met
The result

President
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Elmer Kohlmiller
Henry Klein
Albert Dorsten

Vice-President
‘Treasurer
Secretary

After the election of officers for the society, the class paper was again
organized, and will be known as the “Spectator.”
It was agreed that the President and Vice-president should be editor and
assistant editor of the class paper.
The best compositions, essays, and
poems will appear in this paper, and these will be read by their authors at
‘the regular literary meetings, which will be held monthly.
Edwin Brad-

miller was then elected on the editorial staff for Class Notes, and Raymond
O’Brien as Joke editor.

ALBERT H. Dorsten, *14.
RELIGIOUS

Holy Name

NOTES.

A meeting of the branch officers of the Holy Name

Society

ciety was
meetings,
presented at the roll call,
and were on that account
were elected:

held
which
gave
most

GENERAL OFFICERS.
Vincent

Vail,

710

President

John O’Connell, 710

Vice-president

pres Asan. 03S
hh
Marcellus Wagner, 710
Ignatius Hart, 711

eons

Be

et

Secretary
Treasurer
Librarian

The officers at this general meeting were the following:
BRANCH

OFFICERS.

RESIDENT STUDENTS.

President.
-agnaigus

Hart.

Secretary.
.-.2: James Harrington

Treasurer.
Leo Carolan.

. Joseph Mahoney....Thomas McKearney..... Elmer Kohlmiller.
. Marcellus Wagner... Leo Schmitt........... Gerald Wiesner.
. Albert

Dorsten

George

. Henry

Klein

Paul

So-

October 30.
The reports of the branch
the President or Secretary of each branch
not only generalities, but also particulars,
satisfactory.
The following general officers

Baerman
Nugent

John Dick.
Bernard

Janssen.

. Thomas Rvan
Prank Senn... e625
Martin Scott.
Clarence Braun.....George Gonzales. ....... Sohn Armstrong.
. Albert Kranz....... Martin Kuntz..........Fulius. Loeffler.
9. Joseph Schlaudecker. Henry Wickham
Fred Norkhauer.
Otto Krusling
. John Burch
Walter Reitemeier
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NON-RESIDENT
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STUDENTS.

1. Hans Amann....... Lawrence Strattner.....- John O’Connell.
2. James Griffen...... Edwin Bradmiller...... Frederick Sturm.

3. John Dillon........ William Schumacher. ... Daniel Maloney.
4. Robert Sherry. .’....Ralph Wirshing........ Edward Hall.
5. Herbert Hook...... Pag ADNOW «a Sess Carl Ryan.
6. Otte Behrer & . .53 John

Weigand...... _,..Cyril Hochwalt.

7. Bernard Losh.......Paul

Brennan. :....... Harold

Jordan.

8. John Liszak........ Robert Fries...........Thomas Welsh.
9. Clarence McLane....Ralph Meyer..........+ Joseph Schaefer.
10. Paul Ohmer........ Harold Keeley......... Raymond Taylor.

The branches of the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary
have been reorganized. Only those who have a good standing in conduct and studies are accepted. The Sodalist endeavors to know, love, serve, and praise his Heavenly Mother more and
Sodalitus

more.

This object is so noble

that no student of St. Mary’s

should

feel

satisfied until he obtains the envied privilege of becoming in a special manner a child of Mary by being admitted into her sodality.

smaller-boys are in the process of organization..
of officers in the various divisions

Two branches for

The results of the election

are as follows:

St. Gregory Branch.
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a gs eS Prefect
Waricent Vile
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Raymond (iret
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(Resident Students).

eet
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Prefect
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a Fn Sa os os Se First
EOE Oe
ge
Cas Se Se
ew eee eS
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ie High “ere
ee ek er e582
SK Aes G ee ee a

a OND

Assistant
Secretary
Treasurer
Sacristan

Second Division
ert

(Resident Students).
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BeOOY TG
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es oS
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vues Secretary
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(Resident Students).

MATER TANS ye
he eeu
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eee Prefect
eerie Gengaes era
oe he So is
First Assistant
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Second Assistant
eS fis Secretary
ee
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et Ze ee ea
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OOP ONDE
Second Assistant .
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Lawrence Piratiner 56

a IA
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OGDEN, 6. 5
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Pertara- Reuping
PeOrie INOPE YC
PICTURE TOO
Beate OR TERI
Peter’s
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a8; Fe

22400
te

et Arn,

6 ae ace 5 Gs Secretary

Students).

ras

ge
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eee ee
Prefect
ena eah First Assistant

oa cares a Set gee te Second Assistant
crete
ge gee
ae
Secretary

The Peter’s Pence Society has been reorganized in the
college, the teacher of every class being instructed to control the charitable contributions to the august Prisoner of
the Vatican and the liberal Father of the Poor. Last year, on the occasion
of the Sacerdotal Golden Jubilee of the Holy Father, the students of St.
Marvy’s Institute presented to Pope Pius X. a draft of $500.00, through the
Roman correspondent, Rev. Joseph Walter, S.M.
The zeal of the students last month for the support of the Vicar of Christ
cannot but be praised.
The amount approached nigh to $20.
The Sixth
Grade deserves special mention for the Preparatory Department, contributing $4, with an average of 12 cents; the First Business Class for thé High
School Department, Whose average is 10 cents; and the Junior Class for the
Collegiate Department, whose average is 6 cents.

Chemistry at St. Mary’s
Institute
@ The Chemical
Department of
St. Mary’s Institute has entered

upon a new period of reorganiza-

tion.
Beginning with the present
semester,
the
equipment,
the
courses of study and the nature

and entent of the laboratory work
testify to the earnest desire to develop a serious study of theoretical

and practical chemistry.
teen hundred square feet

@Q = Fifof floor

space has been assigned to working
laboratories, lecture and preparation rooms.
the matter

All conveniences in
of gas,
electricity,

water and ventilating hoods, com-

fortable lecture chairs

ture table,

embodying

and

all

a lec-

that

modern practice calls for, are put
at the disposal of the student.

Professional men,

Old

Boys

and

friends who have visited the Department since September express
their satisfaction at the new order

of things.

Chemical

Laboratory

Itis however

the

in-

tention
to enlarge
the present
quarters so as to permit the study
of Quantitative
Analysis to be
taken up next year.
The deplorable fact that available funds are
low, isthe only obstacle toward
the immediate realization of the
matured projects.

Second

Division Football

Squad

Top salt

Hirsch, W. Roemer, E. Neary, A. Dorsten, W. McCourt, J. Anawalt,
. Fitzmaurice.
Middle on
Welsch, G. Werder, F. Senn, J. Mahoney, (Coach,) H. Klein, C. Roe,
aire.
Bottom Row—G. Baerman, J. Drury, M. Scott, (Captain,) P. Nugent, ‘Manager,) W illiam
F ogarty.

Third Division
Top

Row

Football

Squad

F. Norckauer, F. O'Neill, T. Macklin, J. Sutton, (Coach,) M. Kuntz,
E. Weis, A. Campbell.
Middle Row
E. Gross, E. Hiles, C. Carrel, (Mgr.,) J. Loeffler.
Bottom Row
J. Kolopus, F. Farrel, O. Poland, F. Steffen, C. Rudolph.

(Capt.)
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MarceELLus WaGNER, 710, Editor.
of the football squad are working hard to be in good shape

for the final games of the season.

The game with Wittenberg had to be

canceled, several members of that team being conditioned on account of
studies; and the Antioch College game was postponed on account of rain.
In consequence, the schedule had to be somewhat changed.
‘On November 4 the team played Steele at Athletic Park.
The next two
games are with Earlham College, November 11, and St. Xavier’s College,
Thanksgiving Day.
It is expected that a large crowd of Cincinnati Old
Boys will turn out to see this last game, which will be played in the Queen

City.

THE

St. Marys 25
vs.

WORK

OF

THE

REGULARS.

The Saints, fresh from a two weeks’ lay-off, tackled the
heavy Cedarville eleven and played them to a finish.

The

Cedarville 5

Saints outclassed their stalwart opponents at every point of

the game and
downs before
the first half
sented almost

rushed them off their feet from the start, scoring two touchten minutes were over. Before time was called for the end of
the score stood 22 to 0. In the second half St. Mary’s prea whole new team, thus preventing them from doubling the

score.

In this half a place kick was made by Hart, and Cedarville scored

one touchdown, the game ending 25 to 5. The St. Mary’s backs opened
great holes in Cedarville’s line and went through for long gains.
Captain
Carolan went through many times for substantial gains, and Harrington
and Hart ran around the ends at will. Janszen, St. Mary’s new quarter,
made a brilliant showing.
The Saints’ line was impenetrable.
Weisner played his usual good game, accepting forward passes and running back
punts in great style.
Coach Brother Binlein was highly elated over the
showing of his team.
Following was the line-up:
Cedarville—Linton, fb.; Williams, lhb.; Palmre, rhb.; Clemens, qb.,
capt.; MeGaffick, le.; Turnburr, lg.; McClellan, lt.; Harbison, ¢.; Yoho,

rg.; Creswell, rt.; Fields, re.
St. Mary’s—Carolan, fb., capt.; Harrington, lhb.; Hart, rhf.; JanszenHelfrich, qb.; Weisner, le.; Rulman, lt.; Quinlan, lg.; Welch-Ritter, c¢.;
Kemper-Klein,

rg.; Singer-Kearns,

rt.; Schmitt,

Touchdowns—Palmer, Weisner, Carolan

halves, 25-20.

(3).

Officials, Hilgerink and Finney.

re.

Drop kick, Hart.

Time of
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In one of the most brilliant contests seen on the local
campus,

St. Mary’s got even with the Deaf Mutes

for the

Deaf Mutes 6 (defeat of two years ago.
St. Mary’s received the first
kick-off and steadily advanced the ball on line-bucks and end-runs, and
after a few minutes of play succeeded in pushing the ball over for a touchdown. They failed to kick goal. The same trick was duplicated a few
moments later, when Rulman went over for the second touchdown.
Goal
was kicked.
At this stage of the game the Deaf Mutes took a decided
brace, and every inch was bitterly fought for. Tussing scooped up a fumble
on the 55-yard line, and, by skilfully dodging St. Mary’s tackles, landed
the ball between the cross-bars for the Deaf Mutes’ only touchdown.
Score,
S. M. I.,11; Deaf Mutes, 6.
From the start, the second half was bitterly contested, both sides being
held for downs repeatedly.
The only chance for scoring came when Hart

tried a drop kick from the 25-yard line, but failed.
St. Mary’s stuck to old-style football, while the Deaf Mutes worked the
forward passto advantage on several occasions. Football critics pronounced
this contest the best exhibition seen in the city this year. Line-up:
St. Mary’s—Carolan, fb., capt.; Hart, lhb.; Rulman, rhb.; WeisnerSinger, le.; Quinlan, lt.; Drury, lg.; Werder, ¢.; Kemper, rg.; SingerWelsh, rt.; Schmitt, re.; Janszen, qb.
Deaf Mutes—Homrighaus, fb.; Wright; lhb.; Tussing, rhb. ; Fry, qgb.;
Thomas, le.; Blum, lt.; Watters, lg.; Hulbner, c.; Elsass, rg.; Matthews,
rt.; Wenner, re., capt.
Officials—Warner (First Regiment, Cincinnati), Hilgerink (St. Mary’s),
alternating. Time of halves, 25-20 minutes.

St.

Marys 11,
The
much-talked-of
and
long-looked-for
Steele-St.
vs.
Mary’s game was played at Athletic Park, Thursday, NoSteele High 18 vember 4. The day was ideal, and the crowd the largest
that witnessed either school’s games this year. The teams were about evenly
_ matched, but Steele had it on the Saints in regard to fast playing.
Time
and again their backs would break away on long end runs.
All of the
scoring was done in the first half, Rice going over for Steele after two and

‘a half minutes of play. Goal was kicked. A few minutes later Captain
Carolan, by several fierce line plunges, succeeded in crossing the goal line,
and Rulman kicked goal. Then Steele came back and rushed over for a
second touchdown and converted it.

This seemed to take much of the spirit

out of the Saints, and they allowed their opponents to score again, and
kick goal. But the Saints, realizing their predicament, came back strong

and pushed Captain Carolan over for a second touchdown.

Rulman missed

goal by a few inches. Score at end of first half, St. Mary’s, 11; Steele, 18.
When the second half began, determination was written on the Saints’

faces, and for a while it looked as if they would score, but Steele men were

THE
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there and held the Collegians. This half was characterized by two beautiful
forward passes, both teams making one each. When the whistle blew for
the close of the game,
line.

St. Mary’s had the ball on their opponents’ 25-yard

While St. Mary’s lost, the blame cannot be thrown on any individual,

because all the red and blue men played a good game; but it must be
admitted that the Collegians were up against a fast team, and full credit
must be given Steele High men for playing a clean game, with the exception of one man, who was put out of the game for using rowdy tactics. The

only alternative left for the Saints is to wait until next Fall, and then put

one over on the High School bunch.

The two teams lined up as follows:
St. Mary’s—Weisner, le.; Quinlan-Welch, lt. ; Welch-Drury, lg.; Werder,
c.; Kemper, rg.; Singer, rt.; Schmidt, re.; Janszen, q.; Hart, lhb.; Rulman, rhb.; Carolan, fb. and capt.
Steele High—Shively, le.; Tizzard-Cormany, It.; Hall, lg.; Coppess, ¢. ;
Brown, rg.; Kiefaber, rt.; Aull, re.; Fox, q.; Rice, capt., lhb.; Pierce, rhb. ;
Whitmore, fb.
Touchdowns—Rice, Carolan (2), Pierce, Aull.

Referee and Umpire
burg. Time, 25-20.

(alternating)—Inott,

SECOND

Academy 36
vs.

(Resident

Miamis-

Students).

On Thursday, October 7, the Academy team played and
decisively

Steel Hi

DIVISION

U. of C., Hughes,

defeated

the Steele Hi

Sophs.

The

Academy’s

offense was too much for the High School boys, who could

Sophs 0
not resist the onslaught made by their opponents. Forward
passes, fake bucks, and speedy end runs were pulled off by the Academy
team, and their defense was strong at all times.
Academy—Fogarty, le.; Welsh, lt.; Drury, lg.; Werder, c.; Rohe, i
Blair,

rt.; Klein,

re.; Baerman,

qb.; Nugent,

lhb.; Morin,

rhb. ; Scott,

fb.,

capt.
Steele Hi Sophs—D. Miller, le.; Knowl, lt.; Downey, lg.; R. Miller, c.;
Brown, rg.; Curl, rt.; Cormandy, rtl.; Dorby, qb.; Newsock, lhb.; Van
Dyne, rhb., capt.
Touchdowns—Morin (2), Blaire, Scott, Fogarty, Nugent.
Goals from

touchdowns—Nugent, 3. Goal from field—Klein. Referee—M. W. Wagner.
Academy 18
vs.
Seconds

0

An interesting scrimmage was played between the Academy Team and the Academy Seconds, on Thursday, October 14, the Academy team winning 18 to 0.. The Seconds

played great ball during the first half, and succeeded in holding their oppo-

nents to one touchdown.

downs were scored.

In the second half they weakened, and two touch-

Line-up:
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Academy—Fogarty, le.; Welsh, lt.; Drury, lg.; Werder, c.; Rohe, rg.;
Blair, rt.; Klein, re.; Baerman, qb.; Senn, rhb.; Nugent, lhb.; Scott, fb.,
capt.
Seconds—G. Mahoney, le. ; King, lt.; Denszer, lg.; Hirsch, c.; Gloeckner,
rg.; Gomez, rt.; McCourt, re.; Dorsten, qb., capt.; Neary, rhb.; Anawalt,
Neary, rg.; Menninger, rt.; Tolser, re.; Reitemeier, qb.; Gloder, rhb. ; A.
Frederick, ¢.; Smith, gb.; Purpus, lhb.; Voss, rhb.; Hart, fb.
Referee—R. Morin.
THIRD
If. Division

11 vs. I.
Division 0

On

DIVISION
Thursday,

(Resident Students).

September

31, the

Second

Team

of the

Third Division played its first game, having as opponents
the first team of the Fourth. The latter team, being greatly

outweighed, was defeated 11 to 0.
Fourth Division—Spencer, le.; O. Krusling, It.; Morin, lg.; Piffer, ¢.;
Neary, rg.; Menninger, rt.; Tolser, re.; Keitemeier, fb.; Gloder, rhb.; A.
Krusling, lhb.; Smith, fb.
Third Division—Kuntz, le.; Armstrong, It.; Stegmeier-Ed. Gross, lg. ;
Frederick, c.; Smith, gb.; Purpos, lhb.; Voss, rhb.; Hart, fb.
Officials—Welsh and Carolan. Time of halves, 15-15.
III. Division 0

On

Thursday,

October

7, the

Third

Division

Seconds

Day

Scholars Was defeated by the Day Scholars Team. The game proved
10
an interesting one, the feature being the spectacular end
runs of Bergman, of the Day Scholars.
Association
Foot Ball

The Third Division has organized an Association Footall League.
The standing to date follows:
Won.
Lost.

Wictors; M: Kuntz, capt:

0.45

Hustlers, G: Gonzalez, capt. ....
headers,

0.2.2 ..+-

-C. Carrell. -capt. isis,
32

6

3

5

3

2

t
G.

GoNZALEZ.
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Eaichanpes
We are glad to welcome our old friends back to our sanctum.
One and
all they have put in ‘their regular appearance with the beginning of the

fall term.

All show

some improvement,

either in outer dress or inner

pabulum.
We shall take the liberty, as heretofore, to pass comment upon
their merits, to commend what is good and to condemn what is bad (that
is, if we find anything worth condemnation).
And so, “with charity for
all, and malice toward none,” we will work together toward the goal of
college journalism, an enlightened exposition of college cranks and pranks
and beatitudes (not platitudes), for which we beg your kindly indulgence.

St. John’s University Record comes to us m a new dress, a very great
improvement indeed over the cover which graced its pages last year. The
editorials are commendable,
John A. Johnson.

especially

the

eulogy. on

the

late

Governor

As usual, the “Hudson-Fulton” number of the Xavier has justified its
reputation of being one of the best college journals in the country.
Fact
and fiction receive their due without detracting in the least from the value
of the paper.
The articles are timely and well written.
“The Coward” is

the best short story we have read for some time.

The plot is exceptionally

well developed,

one feels like reading it

over again.

and

when

“Literary

the climax is reached,

New York” is an essay dealing with a novel theme.

We welcome with pleasure the advent of a new friend in our sanctum.
The “Sacred Heart Echoes” is a paper of convenient size and well gotten

up.

The frontispiece immediately following. the cover design, and the rele-

gation of the advertisements to the last pages, is somewhat

of a new idea

in a college paper.

Among

Dial.”

our exchanges,

none is more

welcome nor unfailing

than

“The

The October number contains an especially clear and concise essay

entitled, “The Polar
improved upon.

Controversy.”

The

cover

(Continued on page 422.)

design

could

hardly

be
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OUTLINES FOR STUDIES IN ENGLISH, by GILBERT SYKES BLAKELY,
A.M.
New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, American Book Company.
1908.
174 pp.,

50 cents.

A very neat and helpful little volume, indeed!
Its purpose is to aid the teacher
of English in his endeavor to impart to his student a knowledge of, and a relish for
the best our language has produced in Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Essay.
It will
prove of great assistance not only to teachers, but to every reader that carries with
him into the leisure of his library hours an ambition to get from our Literature more
than

mere

knowledge

ENGLISH
HARRY

1908.

substance.

POEMS,

G.
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of

PAUL,

edited

A.M.

:

by

New

EDWARD
York,

CHAUNCEY

Cincinnati,

pp., $1.00.

Chicago,

BALDWIN,
American

PH.D.,

Book

.

NINETEENTH
CENTURY
ENGLISH
PROSE, by PROFESSORS
H. DICKINSON, PH.D., and FREDERICK W. POE, A.M.
American
pany.
1908.
495 pp.
$1.00.
In

each

of

these

set for themselves,
best that has been
is correct,

courses

both

of

on Poetry

and

Company.

works

the

editors

have

endeavored,

within

the

THOMAS
Book Com-

limits

they

have

to offer to students of advanced English classes specimens of the
written in Poetry and in the Critical Essay.
If our information
the

volumes

will

be

used

here

at

St.

Mary’s

in

connection

with

the

and on the Essay.
i

THE
SHORT
Company.
1908.

STORY,
by BRANDER
399 pp., $1.00.

MATTHEWS,

LL.D.

American

Book

The work aims, if we have seen its purpose rightly, to offer to students specimens
of the short story illustrating its development from the days of the Gesta Romanorum
to the present period.
The professor’s choice appeals to us as very happy.
Through
forty pages of Introduction the editor traces the growth of the Short Story through
the

history

of

the

world’s

type.

The

great

own

essential

A
Co.

ROUND
OF RIMES,
1909.
113 pp., $1 net.

Mr.

McCarthy

regarded as
first Round
eighteen of
Of

the

has

volume

all

by
the

literatures,

will prove
DENIS

setting

a valuable

A.

forth

McCARTHY.

characteristics

of

a

its

addition

true

slow

Boston,
lyric

attainment

to any

of

its

Brown

&

library.
Little,

poet.

He

is

rightly

the successor of John Boyle O’Reilly and of James Jeffrey Roche.
His
of Rimes is now published in a new and enlarged edition, containing
his latest compositions, including the melodious “Sweet is Tipperary.”

additional

poems

the

finest

is surely

“On

St.

Patrick’s

Day”:

“These sprigs of green we wear to-day no treason symbolize—
We love thee as our peerless queen, O gracious land and glad;
But ah, the dear old mother land so lowly and so sad!”
“Age in
fancy and

Exile,” “What is Success?” “The May Procession” show
feeling, his beautiful thought and melodious expression.

his:
So

wonderful
much
of
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so-called contemporaneous verse is merely stilted diction, halting rhythm, that
delight and a charm to commune with the Celtic muse that presides o’er “A
of Rimes.”
THE BOOK OF CHRISTMAS, with Introduction by HAMILTON
New York, The McMillan Company, 64-66 Fifth Ave.
1909.
Cloth,
pp., $1.25; by mail, $1.35.

it is a
Round

W. MABIBE.
gilt top, 369

This book is an ideal gift for any season, especially for the coming Christmas-tide ;
a gift for those of our friends who have not pretended ‘‘to have become too wise to
be moved by lighted candles or stirred by children’s voices singing of angels and of
shepherds.”

ton,
up

and
of

A

number

celebrated

selections

in

of

decorative

pictures
prose

and

of

drawings

famous

verse

have

artists

from

noted

been

are

furnished

reproduced.

American

and

by

George

The

book

English

Whar-

is

writers,

made
about

the signs of the season, the holiday Saints and Lords, Christmas customs, beliefs,
carols, hymns, revels, stories, spirit, and sports, Christmas Day itself, New Year, and
Epiphany.
It is surely one of the daintiest volumes on Christmas in general that ever
fell into our hands.
We should be at a loss what to praise in the twelve sections
that make up this ‘Book of Christmas,” for every page is bright and cheery.
We
endorse the statement made by Mr. Hamilton Wright Mabie in the Introduction that
it is “a text-book of piety, friendship, and merriment.”
It is “a book joy in the
sadness of the world, a book of play in the work of the world,.and a book of consolation in the sorrow of the world.”
THE PHILOSOPHY
Longmans, Green & Co.
The

Philosophy

of

OF REVELATION,
1909.
349 pp., $2.

Revelation

comprises

by HERMAN BAVINCK.
ten

lectures

prepared

in

New

response

York,
to

an

invitation from the Faculty of Princeton Theological Seminary to deliver the L. P.
Stone lectures for the year 1908-1909.
Herman Bavinck, D.D., is a professor at the
free university of Amsterdam.
These lectures are also published in Dutch and
English.
The author treats of various phases of present-day religious philosophy.
He reviews the systems that pretend to explain in a natural way the old belief
in revelation or even to remove it altogether.
After having constated the universality
of
religions,

the
he

supernaturalistic
world-view
among
all peoples
in all
successively
examines
the change
in this respect
that

the eighteenth century through the “Enlightenment”;
the three
ical world-interpretation, the theistic, the
raturalistic, and the

ages
took

and
place

all
in

types of philosophhumanistic;
prag-

matism,
its merit and
unsatisfactoriness:
revelation
and
religion;
revelation
and
Christianity;
revelation and religious experience;
revelation and culture;
revelation

and

the

systems
of
them

future.

Whilst

that would
arrives
at

recognizing

the

particle

of

truth

contained

in

like to dispense
with
revelation,
he demonstrates
a
satisfactory
solution
of
the
religious
problem;

the

various

how
none
that
all

experimental explanations, be they scientific or psychologic, are airy speculations
unless they are based on metaphysics, and that in a last analysis there is only one
satisfactory reply to all the data of the problem, the doctrine of a supernatural agency,
which is furnished us by Christian revelation.
Though we should not endorse all the author’s affirmations, and though in particular
we regret that his acquaintance with sound Catholic faith is rather superficial, we
have only to praise his efforts in the endeavor to demonstrate that all philosophic
systems which try to make alstraction of the fact of revelation are fatally condemned to wander in darkness, whilst “for the Christian, this dark world is always
irradiated from above by the splendor of divine revelation, and under its guidance it
moves

onward

towards

the

kingdom

of

light

and

life.”

MEDITATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS ON THE BLESSED VIRGEN, Vok =I,
by REV. A. VERMEERSCH, 8S. J.
Translated from the French by W. Humphrey
Page, K. S. G.
New York, Benziger Brothers.
1909.
438 pp., $1.35.
This book is a distinct contribution to the literature of its kind, and a most welcome
one, though laying no claim either to striking novelty in the subject-matter offered,
or to great originality in the manner of presentation.
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In a handy, compact volume we find collected many, if not most of the beautiful
things we have heard again and again about our Blessed Mother, and which we can
never tire of hearing.
The plan followed throughout is that of meditations containing two or more points,
The arrangement of the meditations is mainly according
with preludes, colloquy, etc..
A
to the feasts of Our Lady as they occur in the course of the ecclesiastical year.
novena of meditations for obtaining devotion to Mary and a special set of meditations
for the month of May form a considerable portion of the book.
As many of the subjects treated refer to the less known feasts of the Blessed Virgin,
the book is a handy reference volume for these.
up in the following
are summed
book
Vermeersch’s
The good points of Father
“The clergy and the laity alike will find herein, in
words of the Bishop of Bruges:
devotional form, a solid treatise of Mariology, to sustain their piety and their confi-

Priests will have at their disposal a rich mine of
dence in the Mother of God.
materials for sermons on the glories of Mary, by which they may instil into the
minds of Christians that real devotion, which is at once so salutary and so necessary,
towards the Blessed Virgin.”
CHRIST,
THE
CAPECELATRO,
78 pp., 55 cents.
The

sub-title

CHURCH
AND
MAN,
by HIS
EMINENCE,
CARDINAL
ARCHBISHOP
OF
CAPUA.
St. Louis,
B. Herder.
1909.

of

this

strong

volume,

made

up

of

excerpts

from

the

Cardinal’s

Pas-

toral Addresses, is, ‘An Essay on New Methods in Ecclesiastical Studies and Worship, with Some Remarks on a New Apologetics for Christianity in Relation to the
Social Question.”
This book is intended chiefly for the clergy, “who will never fully
succeed unless they thoroughly understand the times in which they live and the
means best adapted for the fruitful exercise of their ministry.” (p. 22.)
Attention is
called to the fact that our theological studies, owing to the development of literary
and

critical

(p. 29.)
be given,
proofs of
the

clerical

more

studies,

student

generally

Biblical

which

“must

be

more

accurate,

more

profound,

and

of longer

duration.”

To the antiquated forms of scholasticism (p. 31) not much attention need
but rather to the “larger apologetics.”
“Without neglecting the classical
Christianity which ‘are supreme (the Messianic prophecies and miracles),

is often

criticism

derives

should

acceptable
from

devote

and

time

hypercritical

antiquity,

and

therefore
which

attention

more

to

perfects

and

respects

other

proofs

(p. 35.)
we

rationalistic,

and

those

efficacious.”

are

Since

to

The

are

higher
novelty

“that

love

(p. 43.)

it.”

that

the

Cardinal
At all
out of

regrets the slowness shown by many prelates in enforcing the Motu Proprio.
events they can banish what is “low, vulgar, ugly, or ridiculous, whatever is

Finally directions are
harmony with the antiquity and dignity of worship.” (p. 45.)
given to facilitate a genuine social reform upon a Christian basis and the relation of
the new apologetics to the Social Question is explained.

BEHOLD YOUR MOTHER,
1909.
York, Benziger Brothers.

The second title of
“De Maria nunquam
the
about
book
impression very

this book
satis,” is

by FATHER MATTHEW
176 pp., $1.10 net.

RUSSELL,
:

New

S. J.

is “The Blessed Virgin’s Goodness and Greatness.”
the ever-recurring thought on perusing book upon

of God.
Mother
august
perceptibly, especially in

strengthens
book
Russell’s
Father
several of the chapters in which new

this
and

original thoughts, as well as old thoughts in a new garb, are presented so attractively.
What
Those about the “Hail, Mary” and the Rosary are particularly beautiful.
and tenderness of such
lover of our Blessed Mother is not fascinated by the poetry
an expression as “our Lady’s girdle,” referring
many fine quotations that might be made.

That

no

special

posed is neither
for by the fact

sequence

connects

the

to

conditions, with no intention of being issued
of them have appeared in the “Ave Maria.”

This

Rosary?

essays

of which

is

one

only

of

:

:

different

an advantage nor a drawhack.
that the essays were written

the

the

book

is com-

In the present instance it 1s accounted
at different times and under different

eventually

in a single collection.

Several
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THE NECROMANCERS, by ROBERT HUGH BENSON.
1909. 374 pp., $1.50.
In this, his latest book, Father Benson presents
that make up “A Mirror of Shalott.”
A young
a

convert

to

Catholicity

is

so

engrossed

with

St. Louis, B. Herder.

a more weird tale than any of those
Anglican gentleman having become

the

beauties

of

his

new-found

faith

as

to impel him to study for the priesthood.
His sentimental interest in religion and
vocation having worn off a bit, he meets his so-called affinity in one Amy Nugent, the
daughter of the village grocer, and is so infatuated as to cause neglect of study and
vocation, despite the tears and warnings of his Anglican mother, whose fixed principles

are

her

most

salient

qualities.

She

is

an

amiable

body,

yet

not

possessed

of

that strength of character befitting such a son as Lawrence Baxter.
The young
man’s first sorrow was the rather sudden demise of Amy, and brooding over his loss,
and not being firmly grounded in his avowed beliefs, has recourse to spiritualism,
which is brought to his attention by a misguided visitor—a busybody who dabbles in
the occult during the enforced absence of “dear Tom,” her husband.
Having been
introduced to
gradually led

a spiritualist,
to believe the

a certain Mr. Vincent, by this misguided woman,
he is
signs and omens of the cult, and after several seances

comes to the conclusion that after al] there is a way and means to be in communion
with his first love.
His Catholic foster sister Maggie is impelled by a higher feeling
than mere human interest to rescue her brother.
The courage, loyalty, and selfsacrifice

of

the

demonstration
to

the

girl

that

is

the

most

‘‘seances”

Almighty,

noteworthy

conducted

inasmuch

as

they

lesson

to

be

in spiritualistic

are

deducted,

circles are

contradictory

to

the

as

an

well

as

the

act of treason

dictates

of

the

First

Commandment.

;

HUMANITY,
ITS
DESTINY
AND
THE
MEANS: TO
ATTAIN
IT,
by
FATHER HENRY DENIFLE, O. P., translated from the German by the Very Rey.
Ferdinand Brossart, V.G.
New York, F. Prestet & Co.
1909.
257 pp., $1.25 net.
It
“au

is unnecessary

to

courant’

religious

Denifle,
when

The
Gratz,

who

with

was

death

volume

Austria,

to our

topics

considered

a premature

present

present
the

struck
the

first

readers
the

greatest

his

is composed

during

of

hand

of various
of

author

of

has

heard

and

read

the

sons

of

but

historian

masterly

years

the

day

among
some

four

discourses

his

literary

“Humanity.”

years

St.

one

Father

Dominie

ago.

delivered
career.

No
of

in the Cathedral
As

indicated

by

of
the

sub-title, in the six discourses he treats of the destiny of Humanity, and of the means
to attain it; that is to say, first of all of the natural relation of man to God, which
the modern nations by their apostacy obstinately but vainly refuse to recognize; then
he passes on to the supernatural order lost by sin and restored by Jesus Christ;
lastly, he unfolds the mission of the Catholic Church, which continues Christ’s work
on earth—her origin and divine constitution, her mission to teach infallibly the truth,
to

renovate humanity, and to conduct it to its perfection in the unity of. peace.
In themselves the topics are not new;
but what is new and constitutes the merit
of this volume is the masterly treatment and exposition and the application made to

the present

of the
truths

evils of humanity.

These

profound

“great scholar and noble Dominican”
and aid them to attain their destiny.

COSTUME
John Murphy

OF PRELATES,
1909.
Company.

will

by REV.
211 pp.

theological

and

furnish

many

JOHN

A.

to

philosophical
solid

NAINFA,

VS.

thoughts

and

convincing

8S.

Baltimore,

This is the first work in English on the subject.
As the author remarks, tailors
too often follow their own fancies instead of adhering to the prescriptions of ecclesiastical etiquette;
liberality consult

and good
Sisters and other
rather their rich tastes than

pious lady friends
Church ordinances.

in their generous
Again those who

decorate the sanctuary for episcopal ceremonies scatter purple trimmings liberally,
failing to remember that purple is the color of the bishop’s clothes only, whereas
green is the episcopal color for
the editorof one of our dailies,

in

a

cathedral,

admired

the

decorations.
Of course this book will not be read by
who, endeavoring to describe some liturgieal function

splendid

crosier

on

the

bishop’s

head.

Father

Nainfa
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divides his work in three parts; in the first he lays down general principles; in the
‘second he describes the various parts of the prelatial costume;
and in the third he
describes other articles pertaining to prelatial dignity.
Two appendices follow, the
second indicating documents and a useful bibliography.
Father Nainfa is to be
felicitated for the order and sequence of treatment.
Since it is unique in its kind, it
’ merits success and recognition.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY, by REV. CHARLES
New York, Schwartz, Kirwin and Fauss.
1909.
144 pp.
As

indicated

comprehensive

manual

the

title,

this

at

that,

and

will be welcomed

one who has
that excellent

training and
most

by
one

is a brief
useful

by many

owing

for those
and

who

have

helpful.

of

such

even

for

author

is

to

from

course

commended

but

students.

it proceeds

of a complete
be

S.J.

a summary,

maturer

author of several text-books.
scholars; but for beginners in

not the advantage
The

philosophy,

to the fact that

an enviable reputation as an
manuals can be had for riper

satisfactory

history

as

COPPENS,

for

the

a

This

the pen

of

It is true
philosophic

it will

prove

brief

space

assigned to the philosophy of the Eastern
philosophy are neatly discriminated, whilst

nations.
The
the Patristic,

three periods of Greek
Medizval, and Modern

systems are clearly stated
there is added a useful list

as to prevent
philosophy.

confusion.

THE

SKETCH

Introduction and
& Fauss.
1909.

BOOK,

Notes by
168 pp.

STUDIES IN IRVING.
Literary Series), by Robert
1909.
83 pp.
Concerning

and differentiated
of select works on

the Sketch

Selected

William

Essays

Part First: Rip
A. Ryan, S.J.

Book

(Columbus

T. Vlymen,

itself, we

Ph.D.

New
.

Literature

York,

At

the

Series),

Schwartz,

end
with

Kirwin
:

Van Winkle and the Voyage (Columbus
New York, Schwartz, Kirwin & Fauss.

need

not sound

its praises.

The

notes

added

by William T. Vlymen are not of a hypereritical and scientific nature as we find only
too common in other annotated classics.
The introduction is comprehensive and one

of the best we have ever seen.
Teachers of classics in the High Schools who are at a loss how to interest pupils
in English literary masters, Irving for instance, will welcome Mr. Ryan’s Studies in
Irving.
This booklet is not merely to facilitate an appreciative reading of the text,
but it presents a “detailed study of the text worked out along andlytical and synethetic
lines.”
Appropriate memory gems are interspersed here and there, “precious glimpses
of heavenly
wisdom.”
There are, furthermore,
four pieces of select verse
seasons, in harmony with the peculiar mood and imagery of the prose author.

In the October “Nazarene”
have been inverted.
“A Pen

on

the

the usual orderof a college paper seems to
Picture of the First Table’ would do very

well for the wit and humor column, but would it not be possible to head
the paper with a more serious article? The editorials, however, are good.

UO!
FICPSHIS
The “Viatorian” improves with every issue.
more than ordinarily good.

The

poem

by J. C. J.

is

We gratefully acknowledge the receipt of the following:
Pittsburg College Bulletin, Loretto Crescent, Niagara Index,

St. Mary’s

Collegian, Mt. St. Joseph Collegian, Young Eagle, St. Vincent’s Journal,
Mountaineer,
Review.

Patrician,

St.

Mary’s

Messenger,

and Assumption College
Patt C. SINGER, 712.

With

the yearly

increase

of cost in all food products, there is a natural
more rigid economy in the daily purchases.

inclination to practice

ars
eae

Nothing willafford more satisfaction and saving than the use of our FAULTLESS FIRST QUALITY
BUTTERINE, which we guarantee for fanciest table use, as well as for cooking, baking,
pastry,

or any

other

requirement.

Write for booklet and

name
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The CAPPEL FURNITURE CO.
HOME

FURNISHINCS

FURNITURE
CARPETS

STOVES

LINOLEUM

Those who seek newer ideas, choice patterns or a greater degree of exclusive
designs, will do well to inspect our immense line of House Furnishings always
on display at prices lower than others dare to ask.

215-221 S. Main Street
South of Post office

Our

121, 123, 125 East Fifth Street
Largest in Ohio

Pioneer Credit House

Aim—Quality

First

Ghe DAYTON
BREWERIES
COMP
AN Y
Brewers and
LAGER
BEER

Bottlers
and ALE

Manufactures
ICE

of

NOTICE:
Beer making was abandoned at the old Stickle Brewery, the buildings
re-modeled and equipped with the latest improved machinery fer producing a
strictly first class bottle beer.
We now have the best, up-to-date, bottling works in the Stete, where the various
brands of beer are bottled and delivered promptly to all parts of the city.
Order your choice of the following brands:
Adam Schantz
Wehner’s

N. Thomas
Schantz & Schwind’s

TELEPHONE
ADAM
SCHANTZ,
President
GEORGE SCHANTZ, Vice-President

Home

FRANK

4916,

Bell

Schwinds
Dayton’s
3892

LOUIS L. WEHNER,
Sec. and Treas.
W. WURFEL, Supt. Sales and Collections

R. A. DEWEESE up to date 1909 Shoes.
Kindly

mention

THE

EXPONENT

when

calling

on

Advertisers.

A. JANSZEN

G CO.

Wholesale
Grocers
S. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets.
101 to 117 East Second Street.

PHONES—Main

830,

Main 832,

THE
Wise—“That

panoramic

Otherwise—‘Sad?
Wise—‘You

didn’t?

picture

VIEW.

of

was

the

they

were

students
all

°
ati,

:
Ohio

Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.

PANORAMIC

I didn’t see anybody
Why,

°
°
Cincinn

sad,

wasn’t

it?”

weeping.”
in

tiers.”

Bell Phone 413

Home

Phone 2413

>

é
The Weakley and Worman Co.,
Wholesale

DAYTON

440 E. Third

St.

Grocers

Ce
16 S. Wayne

Ave

The

Old Reliable

Co H. & D. Ry.
Still Continues
Very

Best

of

to

Offer

the

Service

to

Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Ft. Wayne, Springfield, Ill.
Elegant vestibuled trains with high back coaches.
Cafe and Parlor cars on day
trains and the very latest electric lighted Pullman service on night trains.

We
W.

are
B.

BETTER

than

Calloway,

the

Wood

BEST

Patton,

Gen’l. Pass. Agt.,
Cincinnati, Ohio,

Dist. Pass. Agt.,
Dayton, Ohio.

Content and
Work
Whoever

works
best.

in
All

content
users

works

of

The
UNDERWOOD
have good reason to be content with their typewriters.
Visible writing
and other perfected features, save time, trouble and worry. The work is
done promptly and easily; there is no delay.
Come

to our salesrooms,

it will take only afew minutes to

show you many good points of the Underwood--see where
you can perfect your service without increasing your cost.

Underwood

Kindly

Typewriter Company,
ANYWHERE

mention

THE

EXPONENT

when

calling

Incorporated

on

Advertisers.

Pews,

Pulpits,

Confessionals,
Prie Dieus,
Vestment Cases

and

Baptismals.

Altars,

Altar

Railings, Station
Frames, Pedes.
tals, Etc.
From

Archi-

tect’sor

Origi-

nal Designs.
Sketches and
Estimates Fur-

nished on

Appli-

cation...

.

THE TIFFIN MANUFACTURING (COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

CHURCH FURNITURE

Tittin, Ohio

WHY DID YOU DO IT?
J. B.—“I know why T. M. takes Chemistry.”
J. S.—“He’s fond of handling Ethel Hydrate and Silly Kate.”
SENIORS
IN SONG.
“Ma honey’ Boy; Waltz Me Round Again, “Willie” ; Shoogy “Shoo”; “John” Took
Me Home to See His Mother; My Wild “Irish” Rose; The Last “Rose” of Summer.

ECHOES

FROM

THE

Shorty—“Say, that prefect’s bell wakes me
Buzzer—‘Why don’t you sleep on the roof,

EIFEL

BENNETT
WHOLESALE

3775.

Home

morning.”

&

ZINK

MEAT

Restaurant and Hotel supply a specialty.
Retail stand, 21 Central market.

Phones—Bell

TOWER.

up every
Shorty?’

159 to 160

Arcade market.

5775.

DAYTON,

R. A. DEWEESE up to date 1909 Shoes.
Kindly

mention

THE

EXPONENT

when

calling

on

Advertisers.
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BARRETT S PURE LIQUID PAINTS
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See
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ials Money ¢ =
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Fall pain:
aienee
giv ihe bes or rite
"Batt ett’s _
vill ee you to do
this in a way ats you will at rdly mi the
osc ce tes:

|

The CHAS. A. P. BARRETT COMPANY
118 E. Third

St.

DAYTON,

Aman

&

OHIO

Company,

DIAMONDS AND
FINE JEWELRY
Badge

The

land,

Work

and

Repairing

17 E. FIFTH

oF AR inde Got

road

with

Toledo,

the

Detroit, New

Louis,

Chicago

6

West

and

J.
R.

A.

service

DEWEESE

the

to

Cincinnati,

York,

West.

Columbus,

Boston,

City

L.
FOR

MILLER,
OUTING

AND

D.

Cleve-

Indianapolis,

Ticket

Third

ST.

St.

Office,

Street
P.

BASKET

A.
BALL

SHOES.

THIS $1050 AUTOMOBILE
FOR AN IDEA
@ We spend thousands of dollars each season advertising our Men’s Clothing Department with the best clothing we know of, and the strongest advertising back of it we can produce. Weare in doubt as to the “selling force” of our publicity for men—and believe there
is a better way to attract the attention of men to our Clothing. What is Your Idea.
Have you an Idea? What character of advertising would attract you most.

HERE’S

THE

PLAN

@ With every suit or overcoat sold to December 20, 1909, we issue a coupon
the holder to send us an advertisement

Clothing Department.

or advertising idea that will

attract

which
men

entitles
to

our

As these are received they will be carefully filed away and on the

20th of December sent to a committee of New

York men for a decision.

The author

strongest advertisement or the best advertising idea will receive this classy car absolutely
One of you will own this car by Xmas.

WHY

NOT

YOU?

2 Rike-Kumiler Co.
Taace

PRiRLS

Mann

of

the

FREE.

This

College Uses

Pan Dandy Bread
Because It’s Good

WHY

DON’T

The MONARCH

The

Monarch

WAGNER

Kindly

Typewriter

TYPEWRITER

mention

THE

YOU?

TYPEWRITER

Company,

300 Broadway,

INSPECTION

DAYTON,

OHIO

EXPONENT

when

New

COMPANY,

ealling

on

York

DEALERS

Advertisers.

Braves

and

(Meade
LEADERS

Our Smart
Clothes are
made
in New
York, worn

in Daytonby
all Smart
Dressers.

Values
Tell

Why
“EBLIMLINE
SOLE

MAKER

&

ca

PYRIGHT 1909.8Y EL BUIMLINE & CO

Braves

and

(Meare
THE

ARCADE

Kindly

mention

THE

EXPONENT

when

calling

on

Advertisers,

Mose

20

Cohen’s Xmas
Has Started

Sale

per cent. Discount
On all Men’s and Young Men’s

Suits, Overcoats and

Cravenettes

Savings Equally as Great in Every
Department of This Great Store.
Gold Bond

eB]

Coupons Given.

WE

Gold Bond

Tr

WANT

YOUR

Coupons

€iven.

brass

goods

BUSINESS

Do your Christmas shopping early this year.
Our stock is all new, our
imported direct from Germany.
Here are a few leaders:

Brass Desk Sets,
Brass Ink Wells,
Ladies’ Hand Bags,
Bridge Whist Sets,
Leather Cigar Cases,
Leather Post Card Albums,
Art Calendars,
Leather Portfolios,
A-Line-A-Day Books,
Diaries,
Waterman’s Fountain Pens,
John Holland Gold Pens,
Conklin Self-Filling Fountain Pens,
Juvenile Books (allkinds,)
Leather Gift Books,
Latest Fiction,
Pretty Holiday Stationery,
Christmas Boxes,
Tally and Dinner Cards,
HighClass Engraving.
-:- <--:-!-!-1-!-t<1

In addition

we have

the largest display of Globe-Wernicke
filing devices in the city of Dayton.

EVERYBODYS
21

Aman

and

&

23

BOOK
West

Fifth

Sectional

Bookcases

STORE

Street.

Company,

DIAMONDS AND
FINE JEWELRY
Badge

of Ril Kinds Our
Work

and

Repairing

and

17 E. FIFTH ST.

